SHOWS
SCHEDULE
– 4 DAYS –

– DAY 1 –

THE HISTORY OF ITALY THROUGH MUSIC AND DANCE
From Giuseppe Verdi to Luciano Pavarotti, from Mina to Eros Ramazzotti, from Ennio Morricone
to Lucio Dalla, Italian art and music have contributed to the Italian tradition that is still popular,
coveted and envied all over the world.

LUNCH TIME – DA NORD A SUD CON MUSICA E BALLI
From north to south with music and dances, Roberto Polisano & Italian Dancing Orchestra will oﬀer
the most beautiful folk music through folk dances such as Taranta and Pizzica from Salento,
the Tamurriata from Campania, Tarantella from southern Italy, the Quadriglia and the Saltarello
from central Italy, the Liscio dance from Emilia Romagna as waltz, mazurka and polka.
For those who want to learn dances, Dancing Italia Dance staﬀ will be happy to teach as well as
the folk dance, even the boogie, cha cha cha and many other dance groups.

APERITIF TIME – 150 YEARS OF UNIT OF ITALY
Tricolore party: Jazz quartet made up of guitar, bass, drums and piano, oﬀers Italian Music Lounge,
the most beautiful songs such as: Azzurro, Nel Blu Dipinto di Blu, Marina, Napul'è, Caruso,
Chapagne, Resta Cu'mme and many others in Jazz Lounge version.
On the Led-wall will be displayed images and videos of the history of Italy.

DINNER TIME – ITALIAN SINGER'S TRIBUTE
You can dance with the most popular Italian singers in the States, as Eros Ramazzotti, Laura Pausini,
Adriano Celentano, Albano, Tiziano Ferro, Little Tony, Bobby Solo, Peppino di Capri, Pupo,
Toto Cutugno, Domenico Modugno, Jovanotti and many others, with songs completely
revised in dancing version.

AT 10.00 PM: SHOW TIME: "ROMAN CAROUSEL"

Special time dedicated to the Roman popular melodies to talk about the charm of the beautiful Italian
capital that has inspired so many American directors such as Woody Allen. Timeless hits as Arrivederci
Roma, Vecchia Roma, Domenica è sempre domenica (Sunday is always Sunday), Roma nun fa la
stupida stasera, Chitarra romana... are just some of the great Italian hits that will be proposed.

– DAY 2 –

ITALIAN FASHION THROUGH THE MUSIC
On February 25th, 1951 with a fashion show organized by a famous nobleman of Florence, a Count,
for an international audience, began the story of Italian fashion. These were the years of Claudio Villa
and Nilla Pizzi who play music away from the rhythm that spread over the ocean with rock of
Elvis Presley. The ﬁrst musician to give a rhythm to the Italian music during those years was Renato
Carosone that reinterpreted some Neapolitan songs. With the 60s years everything changes: the birth of
elegance with the statement of “Made in Italy” which has a pole of attraction for fashion in Milan.
These were the years of Gino Paoli and Domenico Modugno.

LUNCH TIME – THE REGIONS OF ITALY AND THEIR FOLKLORE
A journey through the dance music for each Italian region, represented by artists who better represent
the location and style: Emilia Romagna with Orietta Berti, Iva Zanicchi, Vasco Rossi, Laura Pausini, Nek,
for Piedmont Rita Pavone, Umberto Tozzi, Fred Buscaglione, for Campania Aurelio Fierro, Nino
D'Angelo, Pino Daniele, Gigi D'Alessio, for Tuscany Gianna Nannini, Zucchero “Sugar” Fornaciari,
Toto Cutugno, Don Backy, Pupo and many others.

APERITIF TIME – THE ITALIAN LOUNGE MUSIC
A relaxing journey through the listening music among the most romantic Italian songs
of the most famous Italian artists.

DINNER TIME – THERE IS NO FASHION WITHOUT MUSIC
There can be no fashion without rhythm and music. There would be no emotions,
lack the attention of the public and the models lose the rhythm. All the more famous designers
use music. Will play the most popular hits of the most important Italian fashion period,
when the Hollywood Stars have landed in Italy to visit our cities of art and admire the creation
of the big names of world fashion.

– DAY 3 –

SAPORE DI MARE
Theme day dedicated to the famous Italian movie Sapore di Mare (Taste of the Sea) produced in Italy in
1983 by director Carlo Vanzina. The ﬁlm is set in Tuscany in the famous sea town of Forte dei Marmi,
the most sought holiday destination by VIP 60’s years, and still today, visited every year by hundreds of
VIP and billionaires both American and Russian. Many love stories and passion intertwine against the
backdrop of records success era in the legendary dancing "La Capannina di Franceschi".
A dip in the 60's with Dancing Italia Orchestra music and the famous culinary tradition of Tuscany.

LUNCH TIME – ITALIAN DANCING SCHOOL
With the songs proposed by the band, the Dancing Italia Dance Staﬀ held dance lessons for the
60’s years as the hully-gully, the twist, the shake, the surf and more.

APERITIF TIME – UNA ROTONDA SUL MARE
Event dedicated to those who want to dance with partner. The most beautiful love songs of the
60's singers as: Fred Bongusto, Mal, Dik Dik, Edoardo Vianello, Bruno Lauzi, Jimmy Fontana,
Gianni Nazzaro and many others.

DINNER TIME – THE BEST YEARS
The sixties or if you prefer, the "legendary" sixties as often many like to call them, they certainly
represented the decade characterized by the most important renewal generation that
the last century has ever seen. When in America Ray Charles singing “Giorgia on my mind”, in Italy Gino
Paoli sang “Il cielo in una stanza” (The sky in a room) and Tony Dallara sang ”Romantica”.
These were the years of the beat generation birth, years of the Beatles and the Rolling Stones,
while raged in Italy Tony Renis with “Quando Quando”, Edoardo Vianello with “Guarda come dondolo”,
Gino Paoli sang “Sapore di sale” (Taste of salt) and Gianni Morandi start his success with the song
“In ginocchio da te” (On my knees to you). The symbol of those years was the Bandiera Gialla
(The yellow ﬂag). Ten years of songs 1960 to 1970 played byItalian Dancing Orchestra and
Roberto Polisano leader of the band.

AT 10.00 PM SHOW TIME: "THE WAY WE SING IN ITALY"

All the best songs of American singers who have had success in Italy sung by our most important
artists, as Fausto Leali that sang "Quando ami una donna” (When a man loves a woman Michael Bolton) or Michele sang “Ti senti sola stasera” a great success of Elvis Presley
"Are you lonesome tonight”, up to the song "La mia via" by Johnny Dorelli Italian translation of
“My Way” sung by Frank Sinatra.

– DAY 4 –

SANREMO STORY
The history of Festival di Sanremo, from onset until the last edition of the festival.
Founded in 1951, the festival of Italian song is the biggest Italian event which takes place
every years in Sanremo (Liguria), in Italy.

LUNCH TIME – FESTIVAL ITALY IN MUSIC
The songs that have made the history of the Festival of Sanremo revisited in a dance version
by Dancing Italia Orchestra as: “Vola Colomba” of Nilla Pizzi, “Nel blu dipinto di blu” by
Domenico Modugno, “Zingara” by Bobby Solo, “Storie di tutti i giorni” by Riccardo Fogli,
“Perdere l’amore” by Massimo Ranieri.
A journey through the famous music event with the most signiﬁcant images of those years.

APERITIF TIME – VIVA NAPOLI
A moment dedicated to the classic Neapolitan song, the one in world is considered the excellence
of Italian music. Among the great interpreters who have performed at least once a classical Neapolitan
song are: Giuseppe Di Stefano, Placido Domingo, José Carreras, Elvis Presley, Dean Martin, Andrea
Bocelli, Claudio Villa, Lucio Dalla, Renato Zero, Domenico Modugno, Elton John, Paul McCartney,
Luciano Pavarotti, Celine Dion and many others. Dancing Italia Orchestra will drag you on a journey
through the most famous beautiful Neapolitan melodies.

DINNER TIME – ITALIAN DISCO
The Happy Italian music of the 80’s/90’s years played by Italian Dancing Orchestra
for a dancing moment and fun!!

AT 10.00 PM SHOW TIME: "ITALIAN OPERA"

The arias of the most famous opera's Made in Italy, a real successful Gala Songs for the greetings and memories evening with Dancing Italia Orchestra, the emotion of a memory.
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